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Take a flight into the future
GLOBAL AIR TRANSPORT
PAUL SILLERS

T

INTERNET OF THINGS
FOR VEHICLES
IS DRIVING BUSINESS
With billions of pounds at stake, who will come out on top in the race to
capture the potential market for connected vehicles and fleets?

The internet of things (IoT) is taking over
and there’s no stopping it. Consumer
demand for 24/7 connectivity is shaping
the economy of the future. A 2015 McKinsey & Company Global Institute report
predicts the potential economic value of
the IoT will be $3.9 trillion to $11.1 trillion
in the year 2025, with vehicles comprising
$210 billion to $740 billion of the total.
The tremendous market potential for
connected vehicles in particular will be
interesting to watch because of its impact
on the automotive industry, transportation
systems and the day-to-day lives of people.
But what is IoT in vehicles? A connected
vehicle has embedded technology enabling
it to connect to the internet, devices and
even other vehicles or systems. The IoT in
vehicles will deliver a faster, safer and richer

experience for drivers. It is now possible for
drivers to access information about traffic,
road conditions, fuel usage, vehicle diagnostics, driving behavior and more.
And vehicle IoT is increasing in importance. In addition to the commuter car,
other types of work and service vehicles
are getting connected, including trains,
buses and trucks. Companies are integrating vehicle IoT into their IT systems
to automate business processes. Fleets
of every size rely on connected solutions
such as Geotab for monitoring and managing critical information related to productivity, driver safety, fuel consumption
and compliance.
In fact, vehicle IoT takes connectivity
even further with the tracking of goods. This
provides visibility of goods throughout the

supply chain, by monitoring the temperature of refrigerated food, tracking the transport status of expensive merchandise or reporting on the driver’s health, for example.
Businesses will rely more and more on
connected technology and vehicle IoT as
they look for ways to improve productivity, efficiency and reduce costs. “The value
of vehicle IoT for businesses is the ability
to tap into data that will assist in making
measured management decisions,” says
Colin Sutherland, vice president, global
sales and marketing, for Geotab Inc.
The benefits of vehicle IoT even extend
to society at large. Enabling communication between vehicles and systems, and
collecting and analysing data at scale can
reduce carbon emissions, alleviate traffic
congestion and create safer roads.

But who will lead the connected vehicle system on all new cars by April 2018 will
market? Auto manufacturers have em- further develop the market.
braced IoT in response to market demands.
Recognising the expansion of the conA study by PwC Strategy and Das Auto In- nected vehicle sector, the US Department
stitut, analysing the connected car indus- of Transportation is developing a plan for
try from 2009 to 2015, identified Volkswa- measuring and regulating the impacts on
gen and Daimler as the top auto makers driver safety, transportation systems and
leading innovation, with Ford, BMW and the environment.
Toyota close behind. To remain competiAsia-Pacific is also expected to see growth.
tive in the future, car companies will have The prevalence of mobile devices in China
to evolve from vehicle
makes it prime territory
manufacturers to techfor development of the
nology providers.
connected vehicle inBusinesses will rely
Technology comdustry, The Wall Street
more and more on
panies are also poised
Journal reports.
connected technology
to become key playThe growth of the
ers in the connected
connec ted vehicle
and vehicle IoT as they
car market. Apple
look for ways to improve sector will be affected
and Google have both
by a number of factors,
productivity, efficiency
developed car dashas recently outlined by
and reduce costs
board operating sysForbes. Some of the
tems. Over the next
key challenges include
five years, the number
keeping up with the
of cars using CarPlay and Android Auto will pace of technology, defining and complying
skyrocket into the tens of millions, accord- with laws and regulations, protecting the seing to BI Intelligence. The Mobileye smart curity and privacy of drivers, co-ordinating
camera system for vehicles is just one activities between industries, and delivering
example of a company leading the pack solutions at a price that satisfies customers.
in connected car tech. Technology comThere are almost no limits to what the
panies have the know-how and can move future holds for vehicle IoT. The self-drivquickly compared with auto manufactur- ing car is closer than ever to roll-out and
ers who have a longer product cycle.
will revolutionise the landscape of cities
Mobile network operators, auto parts everywhere. As with any new invention
suppliers and insurance companies also or innovation, it is easy to get excited at
stand to benefit from the coming IoT boom. the new possibilities offered. However, we
So which regions will see the biggest must also consider the risks to be able to
IoT impact? As reported by McKinsey & manage and mitigate them.
Company, the IoT market has growth potential in both advanced and developing E-mail testdrive@geotab.com or
economies. The connected vehicle is al- connect with us on Twitter, Facebook
ready taking firm root in Europe and North and YouTube
America. The European Parliament man- www.geotab.com
date for an eCall emergency auto-calling @GEOTAB

he socio-economic benefits of
the global air transport industry are irrefutable – connecting
people and cultures, providing
access to global markets, and underpinning trade and tourism growth. The metrics are sublime too – airlines, airports
and air navigation agencies employ 7.6
million people, and across the sector’s
broader ecosystem, aviation supports 58
million jobs and contributes $2.4 trillion
to the world economy.
As global airline traffic surges from the
current 3.3 billion passengers annually to
a forecast of 7.3 billion by 2034, aircraft
manufacturers are rubbing their hands
together. Boeing’s market outlook sees
a need for 38,050 new airliners over the
next 20 years valued at more than $5.6
trillion. Rival Airbus’s similarly upbeat
prognosis anticipates a requirement for
32,600 aircraft over the same period.
But as these extra planes fill the
future skyscape there are questions of
capacity, CO2 emissions and noise, not
to mention the fickle demands of passengers, for whom being shuttled from
A to B doesn’t quite cut it; they’re now
looking for a connected, seamless, personalised experience.
To provision for this growth, stakeholders, comprising the manufacturers, airlines, airports, as well as safety,
security and air traffic management infrastructures, are experiencing significant growing pains while they develop disruptive technologies to address
market demands.
Then there’s our planet. “Our world
is changing, the climate is altering and
populations are increasing. We need
more power, but not at any cost to society. We’re committed to research and
technology in order to develop innovative and advanced power systems
that can help,” says Caroline Day, head
of marketing, strategy and future pro-

grammes, at Rolls-Royce, alluding to its
$2-billion annual research and development investment.
Two new engine designs, Advance and
UltraFan, will become available from
2020 and 2025 respectively as new engine
architectures and materials improve airliner efficiency by up to 25 per cent.
But futuristic eco-efficient aircraft
won’t solve the market-growth issues
if passengers are stuck in a frustrating
holding stack in the skies above the
world’s mega-hub airports. In China,
100 new airports are under construction; around 60 are underway in India.
But Europe’s topography inhibits that
scale of ambition; the UK still awaits
government deliberation on Heathrow’s
extra runway.
So air traffic infrastructure – a determinant of passenger experience – needs
radical innovation to address capacity
and CO2 concerns, which is why RollsRoyce along with Airbus, Bombardier,
Lufthansa Technik, and various other
manufacturers, airlines and airports
participate in the Advisory Council for
Aviation Research and Innovation in
Europe (ACARE), a key player in setting
the stringent Flightpath 2050 goals to
reduce CO2, NOx (nitrogen oxide) and
noise by 75 per cent, 90 per cent and 65
per cent respectively, compared with
millennium-era aircraft.
“The steadily growing demand worldwide for flights makes it necessary to
develop environmentally friendly technologies for future aircraft – this is the
purpose of Clean Sky,” explains Eric Dautriat, executive director of the European
public-private undertaking which integrates “players from academia to large
industry into an innovation value chain
where both environment and competitiveness are addressed at once”. Clean
Sky co-ordinates and funds Europewide
research and development in green aeronautics, and is the main contributor to
reaching ACARE’s goals.
While Clean Sky focuses on aviation’s
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The aviation industry is enjoying increasing demand, but from evermore discerning passengers, and amid competition from
low-cost carriers and environmental regulation

product development, the capacity and
flow of future airline traffic is addressed
by SESAR (Single European Sky Air traffic management Research).
“SESAR contributes to the targets of
the Single European Sky by designing,
defining, developing, validating, and
deploying innovative technological and
operational solutions for managing air
traffic in a more efficient and greener
manner,” explains Peter Hotham, deputy
executive director and chief corporate
quality, planning and support of SESAR
Joint Undertaking.
“The goal is to reduce the fuel burned
per flight by up to 500kg by 2035,” he
says. That’s up to 1.6 tonnes of CO2 emissions per flight. Initiatives, such as timebased separation, keeping planes apart
by time rather than by distance, are already enabling London’s Heathrow to
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handle more landings per hour.
Changi, Amsterdam’s Schiphol and Dubai,
As the industry deploys infrastructure long-established retail haven airports,
to improve capacity using environmen- face unprecedented competition from ontally benign technologies, joining the board wi-fi as passengers while away indots that concern the passenger means flight hours connecting their smartphones
offering connectivity across journey via cabin wi-fi to their favourite retailers.
touchpoints, starting with bookings.
Pre-flight retail therapy isn’t taking this
Nothing is more perishable than an air- lying down of course. Beacons are the silver
line seat; once the gate closes, an empty bullets that airports hope will reinvigorate
seat means lost revenue. But long gone engagement with passengers before they
are the days of sweet-talking the check- reach the gate. By 2018, 80 per cent of airin clerk to let you sit in front of the class ports will use beacons to provide way-findpartition. Companies
ing services and 74 per
such as Plusgrade and
cent to provide pasOptiontown are enasenger notifications,
according to air transbling passengers, preManufacturers, airlines,
flight, to bid against
port communications
airports, as well as
other passengers in
and information spesafety, security and air
online upgrade auccialists SITA.
traffic management
Some 83 per cent
tions. More than 30
of air travellers now
airlines
including
infrastructures, are
carry smartphones,
Lufthansa,
Qantas
experiencing significant
and in 2016 mobile
and Etihad are using
growing pains while
apps will be the conauction technology.
Upgrade availabilduit for 16 per cent of
they develop disruptive
check-ins and 37 per
ity is just one factor
technologies to address
cent of ticket purchasin a complex matrix
market demands
of decision-making
es. When it comes to
criteria
determinon-board entertaining ticket purchase.
ment, SITA’s PassenThe top three factors are price, conven- ger IT Trends Survey reveals that 67 per
ient schedules and loyalty programmes. cent of passengers want access via their
These options are being augmented, own devices for entertainment compared
even leapfrogged, by demand for end-to- with 56 per cent for airline-provided conend connectivity.
tent. Passengers also want to send and
According to Honeywell Aerospace, on- receive text and e-mails (60 per cent) as
board wi-fi availability influences flight well as stream live content (56 per cent).
selection for 66 per cent of passengers,
Flying is a compelling paradigm for conwith 22 per cent of passengers admit- necting people and cultures. The paradox
ting they’ve paid more for wi-fi-enabled is passengers can no longer wait until
flights. Indeed, a survey by Persistence touchdown for that sense of connection.
Market Research values the global inflight wi-fi market at $5.5 trillion by 2021.
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